FT 19R and FT-19RX Switch Assemblies

The FT-19R and FT-19RX assemblies accommodate up to three FT-1 switches mounted on a 19” wide, two-rack unit (2RU), three-rack unit (3RU), or four-rack unit (4RU) high (steel or brushed aluminum) mounting panel.

Steel panels are commonly available in gray or beige, although panel color or finish, as well as panel height, can be customized to meet the user’s requirements.

The FT19-RX assembly can be ordered with an extension of 8.25”, 10.25” or 12.25” for improved access to the rear terminals.

Any combination of FT-1 switches may be selected. The three rack unit (3RU) FT-1 switches can be positioned off-center, in lower or upper mounting positions in the rack panel, allowing room for any special customer label requirements. Enclosure height and color can be customized to the user’s requirements. Labeling can be purchased. Tape labels are clear with black lettering. Etched nameplates are available in white with black lettering, black with white lettering and red with white lettering. **Red, black, green, blue, yellow, orange or white** handles can be specified on the FT switches.

For additional detail and ordering information please refer to descriptive bulletin D. B. 41-078.

ABB is committed to remain the industry leader in test switches with our FT1 & FT-19R. For additional information on our products contact your local ABB representative. We will work with you to provide the best available solution in the market.

Visit us on the Web: [http://www.abb.com/substationautomation](http://www.abb.com/substationautomation)
Call us toll free on the E/M Hot Line: 1-800-222-1946
For Customized FlexiTest Switches, Electromechanical Relays, Cables, Connectors, Test Plug Harnesses Contact :: Ken Powell, EM Product Manager: ken.powell@us.abb.com
FT 19R and FT-19RX Switch Covers

Full Length Clear cover. Switch handles may be open or closed with cover on and secured. (Style# 9676A28G01)

Full Length Black Cover. Switches must be closed before cover can be mounted and secured. (Style# 9676A28G02)

Individual Clear Cover Switch handles may be open or closed with the cover on and secured (Style# 9683A78G01)

Individual Black Cover Switch handles must be closed before cover can be mounted and secured (Style# 9683A78G03)

Individual covers can be retrofitted to existing FT-19R and FT-19RX assemblies. Mounting hardware is supplied with Cover Styles 9683A78G01 and 9683A78G03.

Clear covers can be tinted as shown. Special company logos can be substituted for the standard ABB logo. ABB can design your logo into the FT-19R covers at your request.

Contact the factory to discuss special requirements.
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